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Abstract

In order to pr oduce the Consumer Price Index, the Bureau of Labor Statistics c ollects its
sample frame using a v ery narrow definition of the target sam ple unit – a retai l
establishment or ‘outlet ’. Specifically, an outlet is de fined by the unique com bination of
operating name, mode (e.g. internet, brick-and-mortar), and if brick-and-mortar, the exact
physical address of the st ore. While it is nece ssary to deter mine a precis e location for
pricing purposes, this definition of an outlet m ay not be ideal for sam pling. This paper
examines whether or not the definition of an outlet can be broade ned in order to simplify
data collectio n and to allocate the sample more efficiently , with out introd ucing bias or
nonsampling error. Specifically , the effect of both location and fr anchise status on pric e
change is modeled and evaluate d to determine which is m ore relevant in de fining an
outlet.
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1. Introduction
In order to produce the Consumer Price Inde x (CPI), the Bureau of Labor
Statistics
(BLS) collects its outlet sample frame using a very narrow definition of the target sa mple
unit – a retai l establish ment or ‘outlet’. Speci fically, an outlet is defined b y th e unique
combination of operating name, mode (e.g. inte rnet, brick-and-mortar), and if b rick-andmortar, the exact physical address of the store.
The fra mes f rom which outlet sa mples are select ed are defined by Point-of-Purchas e
(POPS) category, Primary Geographic Sa mpling Area (PSU), 2 and half-sample. A POPS
category is a defined group of si milar commodities or services; there are approximately
200 different POPS categories for whi ch data are collected in the TPOPS.
The CPI
currently has 87 PSUs consisting m ostly of metropolitan areas. Of those, the 31 with the
largest popul ations3 are designated “self-representing” or “A” sized PSUs; TPOPS
respondents i n these PSUs are divided into two or more4 in dependent groups or halfsamples, and independent samples are s elected for ea ch.5 For the re maining PSUs (nonself-representing or “B” an d “C” sized PSUs), an in dependent sample is dr awn for each
PSU, POPS category combination.
1

Any opinions expressed in this paper are those of the author and do constitute policy of the
Bureau of Labor Statistics.
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The PSU is defined by where the respondent lives, not where items are purchased.
Except Anchorage and Honolulu which have smaller populations, but are still self‐representing.
4
The three largest cities, New York, Chicago and Los Angeles, each have four half‐samples.
5
See Bureau of Labor Statistics (2007). BLS Handbook of Methods.
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The CPI cal culates outlet sam ple sel ection probabilities for each outlet based on the
expenditures reported in the Tel ephone Point of Purchase Survey (TPOPS). 6 If an outlet
is reported by m ore than one househol d w ithin a outlet sam pling fram e, ideally those
expenditures are co mbined so that the o utlet sample selection probabilities (expenditure
shares at a given outlet co mpared to expe nditures for all out lets within the fram e)
accurately reflect the outlet’ s market share; this is important to ensure representativeness
of the selected CPI sample.
Under the current definition of an outlet however , we rarely see identical locations of the
same chain reported and identified within the same sampling frame. In fact, in attempting
to quantify how frequently this occurs, it was found that there is approxim ately a seven
percent reduction in the number of outlets within a frame after expenditures are collapsed
on average. While this is not entirely insigni
ficant, the vast majority of the sample
selection probabilities for a given outl et with in a fram e are based on one respondent ’s
expenditure. This combined with the fact that the average number of outlets selected for a
given frame is only 2.73, raises the question if the calculated probabilities of selection are
that different from what t hey would be usi ng equal probabilit y of selection. Of course,
equal probability of selection is not ideal b ecause it does not reflect the actual retail
environment.
However, by changing the definition of an outlet to outlet name only for the first stage of
sample selection, identifying these newly defined outlets and collapsing their expenditure
shares becomes much easier.7 For simplicity, this paper will refer to the outlet-nam e-only
definition as a “chain” alth ough non-chain stores are also included. By reducing the nonsampling err or associ ated with identify ing duplicate outlets, th e CPI would greatly
increase the likelihood of being able to
collapse expenditure records an d likewise
calculate more accurate expenditure shares at the chain level.
A convincing argument against redefining the out lets as chains is that price change is
highly dependent on location. I n other words, if Sto re X on Mai n Street changes prices
independently of Store X (same operating nam e) o n First Street, then the CP I needs to
view these outlets independently when selecting a s ample as it d oes now. However, if
price change at the two stores is highly correlated, the CPI could view the outl ets as the
same at least for an initial st age of sam ple sel ection, and in a subsequent stage, select
either store to price at with little bias on the index.
There is much anecdotal evidence that price le vels f or at least some ite ms at different
locations within a chain a re not just si milar, but ide ntical. For exa mple, many fast food
chains have national advertise ments for va lue menu ite ms that i nclude prices of those
items, such as Subway’ s “$5 Footlong” ad s or McDonalds’s “Dollar Menu”. While
franchised locations may not be contra ctually obligated to charge these prices, hence the
6

The TPOPS is a household survey conducted by the Census Bureau on behalf of the BLS.
Households are asked whether or not select items were bought in a given timeframe and if so, to
provide information about where items were purchased (including mode, name and address, if
applicable) as well as how much was spent.
7
The CPI uses a “national” concept of expenditure meaning that it measures the change in prices
faced by consumers living in a particular area, i.e. regardless of where the purchase was made.
Therefore for unless the CPI were to change to a “domestic” concept of expenditure, some
geographical information is necessary.
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common “pa rticipating locations” disc laimer, there is certainly incentive to do so. 8 If
price levels are the same overtime, it follows that price change would also be identical.
Assuming price change is more correlated by outlet name than location, it can be argued
that the CPI should consider focusing m ore on outlet name than location when selecting
its sa mple. Under the c urrent sy stem, the sample is s elected using a systematic
probability-proportional-to size procedure wh ich causes any outle t with a market share
greater than or equal to 1/n, where n is the num ber of outlets being selected for that
frame, to be a cert ainty selection. However, since o utlets are def ined very specifically ,
there tend to be very few certainty selections across all outlet sam pling frames, let alone
any given sampling frame. 9 If many TPOPS respondents in the same PSU report bu ying
milk at a l arge grocery chain, but eac h one went t o a different location, eac h location
would have an independent probability of selection. Even if that chain store accounted for
the vast majority of the expenditures for milk in the PSU, it is possible that no t a single
location of that chain would be selected.
Of course, for certain ty pes of outlets it may not be the case that price and price change
are consistent across different locations of a given chain (e.g. pric es at gas stations seem
to be more dependent on location than outle t name). While this paper focuses on the
industries where it is reasonable to
believe that prices and price change are
more
dependent on outlet nam e than the specific outlet l ocation, it does not argue that two
stage s ample sele ction is appropriate for all sa mpling fra mes. It does suggest however ,
that for those goods and services where ou
tlet nam e seems to be a
major price
determining characteristic, a two stage sa mple design (with the first stage target sa mple
unit being defined by outlet name) may improve the CPI’s selected sample.
Using data collected in the TPOPS as well as CP I price data, this research will attempt to
determine first the effect of m oving to a two-stage sam ple sel ection on the resulting
selected sample and then if price change within chain is actually correlated.

2. Literature Search
There is not much literat ure specifi cally consideri ng whether or not price change is
consistent across locations of a given stor
e; however, there is am ple literature tha t
indirectly addresses this issue. While the evidence is mixed, Noel and Basker (2007) note
that “ many s upermarket c hains have a ‘uniform pricing’ polic y whereby prices are s et
centrally for a broad geographic area”. In th e world of fast food franchises, Ater and
Rigbi (2007) argue that setting prices for
value m enu item s (e.g . McDonald’s Dollar
Menu) can be used “as a m anagerial tool to im prove the chain’ s control over its
franchisees”. In addition to setting prices for such items, prices f or substitute item s fal l
substantially so that the franchisee’ s price premium over the company -owned outlets is
only 3.5% compared to 12.5% before the value menu existed. This finding implies that
while the cor porate level t ries and to some extent succeeds in setting uniform prices,
there re mains some discre pancy. Additionally , over the seven y ears of this study price
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These advertising campaigns create consumer expectations which make it hard for franchisees
to charge more; in fact in a 2008 press conference, McDonald’s CEO Jim Skinner reported that
90% of franchisees offer the double cheeseburger for $1.
9
Of all outlets reported in a recent CPI sampling cycle, only 0.55% were certainty selections, 90%
of these were cases where there was only one outlet reported within the frame.
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change in franchised locations was quite
given items.

different than com pany owned l ocations for

While not specifically addressing the i ssue of uniform pricing in chains, Ellickson and
Misra (2006) discuss two different pricing strategies: every day low pricing (EDLP) and
promotional or PROMO p ricing. They find that pric ing strategies within a giv en market
actually match across chain, in other words in stead of using a pricing strategy as a form
of differentiation competing firms choose the same strategies.
Yang (2009) points out t hat pricing policies tend to vary acr oss ty pes of retailers,
specifically noting that while gas stations do not exhibit uniform pricing, it “is used b y
many clothing and cosmetic retailers, as well as large department stores”.
Given much of the literature on chain store pr icing suggests that, at least in some cases,
prices are highly correlated by store name further suggests that changing t he current CPI
sampling methodology could potentially result in a more representative outlet sample.

3. The Data
The data used in this analy sis com e from the CPI’s Co mmodity and Services Pricing
Survey (C&S). In order to isolate the e ffects of location and outlet nam e, relatively
homogeneous ite ms and se rvices w ere t argeted for e valuation. Also it was nec essary to
focus on goods where cha in stores are prevalent market players. Specifically, two POPS
categories were evaluated: limited service meals and snacks (fast food) and milk. Limited
service meals and snacks a re priced bi monthly in all but the three largest PSUs, whereas
milk is priced monthly.

4. Empirical Analysis
4.1 Regressions on Price Change

The first basi c regre ssion model used i n this analy sis atte mpts to explain twel ve month
price change for like ite ms within the same outlet. Twelve month price relatives were
calculated using a geom etric average at the ou tlet level. The first dataset was limited to
prices for milk being sold in outlets in Los Angeles .10 Prices were observed from 2005
through 2 009. Given this paper is tr ying to determine the effect of both location and
outlet name, variables re presenting both are included in the model. Diff erences in
location were measured a s the outlet’ s distance from the c enter of the PSU. 11 Dumm y
variables were created to represent e ach of the six most co mmon chains in this dataset,
each of which had over 20 observations. Dummy variables were also created to represent
year.
The first regression model used in this analysis was:
1

10

Los Angeles is actually comprised of two distinct self‐representing PSUs, Los Angeles County
and the Los Angeles suburbs.
11
The center of the PSU was generally identified as a major landmark within the PSU such as the
tallest building, sports area or city hall.
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where grel is the outlet level 12-m onth price relativ e of milk, X is the distan ce of the
outlet from the center of the PSU 12 in miles, T represents a set of time dummy variables,
and D repres ents a s et of dumm y variables for the six most prevalent chains (outlet
names). The R-squared for this regression is 0.44, so this regression does explain 44% of
the variance in year-over-year price change of milk in Los Angeles. The distance variable
does not approach statistic al significance using a 90% confidence interval. All three year
variables are significant using a 99% confidence interval. Four of the six chain dummies
are significant using a 90% confidence interval.
A si milar r egression was run for a di fferent se t of items, speci fically fast f ood items;
however due to sa mple si ze observatio ns wer e not lim ited to a single city . In order to
account for variation among cities, dummy variables were added to represent both region
and city size. Again the dataset includ ed price relat ives based o n observed prices fro m
2005 to 2009.
The model used was:
2
where R r epresents dummy variables for three of the four CPI regions (North, Midwest,
West and South) and S represents a set of dummy variables indicating city size.13
While several of the variables in this model are significant, unfortunately this model does
not d o a go od jo b of ex plaining differences in pr ice change (R 2 = 0.04). Again, the
variable for distance is not statistically significant, while several of the dumm y variables
for chain are.
Limiting the previous dataset to observations in LA, created a much better model (R 2 =
0.19). Distan ce is now significant usi ng a confide nce interval of 90% ; the negative
coefficient suggests that as you move away from downtown LA, price change decreases
though ver y slightly. Onl y two of the chain dummies are statistically signifi cant, both
using a confidence interval of 95%.
Several different m odels were tested, but few were able to expl ain m uch if any of th e
variation within the m odel. The failure to cr eate models to explain the variation in price
chance could be in large part due to the very small sample size.

4.2 Hedonic Regressions on Price Level

Given the amount of unexplained variation in the previous models; another approach was
taken. Assu ming that pri ce level is often determ ined by ch ain, models were run usin g
level as the dependent variable, instead of price change. This allowed for more data to be
included in the regression m odels bec ause an item need only be available in a given
month in order to be inclu ded in the dat aset. Additionally, given these observat ions were
at the item l evel rather th an the outlet level, variations across different ty pes of item s
could be addressed within the models by introducing dummy variables for different item
characteristics.
The basic hedonic model used was:
12

In this dataset “city center” for both PSUs was defined as the U.S. Bank Tower in downtown LA.
The 31 self‐representing cities are designated as A‐sized PSUs while non self‐representing are
designated as B or C‐sized indicating metropolitan or non‐metropolitan, respectively.

13
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3
where lnp is the log price of observation i and C represents a set of dummy variables for
product characteristics including menu type (such as children, senior or breakfast), item
type (combo meal, or ala carte items including main courses, soups, or drinks) and if the
meal was purchased to go or for delivery.
The model was run first including distance and then excluding distance for observations
in December, 2005.
Nearly half of the variation in price level is explained by this model (R 2 = 0.4 976). All
but one of the dumm y variables for product characte ristics are significant using a 90%
confidence interval ( most are significant w ith 99% confidence), with the one exception
being the variable represe nting a senior’ s menu, and even its p-value of 0.12 is close to
being consid ered statistically significa nt with 90% confidence. All but on e of the
coefficients f or these variables exhibit th e expected sign: negative for items on the
children’s and senior’ s menu, negative if for items that are not labeled “co mbo” meals
and positive if the price i s for a delivered ite m. T he onl y coefficient that di splays the
opposite sign of what one would h ypothesize is the coefficient for takeout. One could
reasonably expect that takeout would be less, not more, expensive than food purchased as
eat-in. Five of the six du mmy variables are significan t using a 99% confidence interval
with the sixth being significant with 95% confidence.
The same regression model was run excluding distance resulting in a slightly lower R 2 of
0.4944; all c oefficients were nearly eq ual to t hose l isted above and all m aintained the
same sign. Also, no variables went from being insig nificant to si gnificant. This provides
evidence that distance from the city center is not a good predictor of price level. When
the dummy variables for chain are removed however, the R 2 drops to 0.38 reinforcing the
hypothesis that chain may play a larger role in determining variation across price lev el.
Knowing tha t distance fr om the city center may not be the best way to deter mine
differences in specific locations, another test was necessary. The dataset was limited to a
specific chain and PSU. This way instead of usin g distance to look at geographical
differences, dummy variables for eac h specifi c outlet could be used. This approach
attempted to evaluate if pr ices differed based on specific outlet location. Unfortunately,
limiting the data to such a specific gr oup of observations withi n a PSU decreased the
sample size to 24.
The model used in this regression was:
4
where O is introduced to represent the set of dummy variables for specific outlet. Unlike
the previo us exam ple, n one of the product attri butes are significant usi ng a 99%
confidence interval; how ever the item ty pe variables are all significant with a 90%
confidence interval. None of the outlet variab les approach statistical significance using a
90% confidence interval. While the small sam ple size makes it difficult to draw any real
conclusions from the previous regression, the fact that none of the outlet dumm
y
variables were significant may provi de so me evidence that spe cific location of a given
chain within a PSU is not a price determining characteristic.
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The results of these regressions illustrate that the differences i n the product attributes
explain much of the variance in price and therefore, perhaps it is these differences that are
accounting for most of the variance in price change over time, in the CPI.

4.3 Regressions on Price Change-Combo Meals

To test this theory, the data sets w ere li mited to observations with sim ilar prod uct
attributes-specifically “combo menus” from a standard menu purchased for eat-in. Again
this limited the am ount of observations available so dumm y variables were only created
for the top four chains. Hy pothesizing that long-term pricing trends might be bo th easier
to see and more telling, a three year price change was calcu lated for all applicable
observations, nationwide.
The model used was:
5
The following table presents the regression results for this model:
Variable

Parameter
Estimate

Std Error

Intercept

1.023

0.039 26.15

t-stat

Pr > |t|
<.0001

NORTH 0.108

0.042

2.57

0.016

MIDWEST 0.104

0.056

1.88

0.071

WEST 0.089

0.047

1.90

0.068

Chain A

0.073

0.029

2.50

0.018

Chain B

0.070

0.048

1.45

0.159

Chain C

-0.060

0.044

-1.35

0.188

Chain D

0.034

0.053

0.63

0.533

Only one of the chain du mmy variables is significant using a 9 5% confidence interval
whereas all of the region dumm ies are si gnificant using a 90% confidence interval.
However, th e R 2 of 0.45 shows that this model be tter explains the variance in price
change than all other models.
To independently examine the variation in pr ice change that can be explained by outlet
name the same regression was run omitting the variables for region.
While the R 2 did fall substantially , the new value of 0.32 su ggests that chain alone doe s
account for alm ost a third of the variation in price change. Furtherm ore, ano ther chain
dummy variable is now significant using a 90% confidence interval. This evidence that
multicollinearity existed i n the previ ous model can be expected due to t he small sam ple
size and the fact that certain chains may be limited to specific regions (either in reality or
in the sample).
Given these results, it se ems r easonable to be lieve t hat both geographical location and
outlet nam e play som e p art in price change; how ever, more resear ch is needed to
determine what level of geography is price determining. In other words, a fast food chain
on the west c oast may exhibit different pricing behavior than one on the east c oast, but
two fast food chains in downtown Manhattan may not. Likewise, different locations of
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the same chain operating in the same metropolitan area may all offer the same prices and
sales; in fact these prices and sales may persist nationally . Unfortunately, sm all sa mple
sizes make this difficult to determine using the CPI data.

4.4 Sample Selection Probabilities Based on Outlet Name

This rese arch suggests tha t outlet location may be less i mportant than an outlet na me
when it co mes to price s a nd price cha nges fo r a specific it em w ithin an ite m category .
Therefore, it is interesting to examine the effect on sample selection if the CPI did in fact,
choose to redefine outlets.
A single fra me, spe cifically lim ited s ervices meals in the Was hington, DC area, was
examined. Four outlets were selected for this fram e. Using current sam ple selection
methodology, no single outlet location was a certaint y selection. In fact, the highest
probability of selection for any outlet was 3.6%, nowhere near t he 25% needed to be a
certainty selection. When the sample units were redefined by outlet name only, one chain
had a 30% probability of selection making it a certainty first-stage sample selection. This
particular chain had 31 locati ons reported in the original frame, but not one was selected
to be priced in the CPI.
Given the current definition of a sam ple unit, no outlet reported for limited service meals
and snacks has been a certaint y selection in the CP I since 2007. This is prob ably no t
surprising given the large number of outlets and varying locations of these outlets, within
each fr ame. Even the big market players in this category are u nlikely to be certainty
selections as most fast food chains have sev eral different locatio ns within a PSU. For
example, according to www.insiderpages.com, the two most popular 14 fast food chains ,
McDonald’s and Burger King, have 3 96 and 137 locations respectively within 50 m iles
of Washington, DC.15
In order to see what eff ect collapsing records based on outlet nam e would have, the same
outlet sa mpling frames (those for lim ited servi ce meals and snacks beginni ng in 20 07)
were examined using the broader definition of a sam pling unit, i.e. chain. Using this
definition would have resulted in six certaint y selections in this timeframe rather than the
zero that act ually occurred. . 16 While six certainty s elections wit hin three years17 is a
small number, defining a first-stage sampling unit by name clearly has an impact. In each
of these six f rames, the C PI could have guaranteed the sele ction of a chain th at cle arly
was a large market player in the given PSU, ra ther than leaving it to chance. Again, the
reason why we don’t see a large number of certainty selections even when usi ng a much
14

http://www.marketingcharts.com/topics/behavioral‐marketing/top‐10‐favorite‐fast‐food‐
chains‐mcdonalds‐still‐1‐8667/
15
Not all of these locations are necessarily within the CPI’s definition due to the large radius;
however, four of the five locations 49 miles or more from DC were determine to be within the
CPI’s definition of Washington, DC. The fifth was in the definition for Baltimore and given
Baltimore is approximately 45 miles away from downtown Washington, DC many of these
locations may not be located in DC, but rather Baltimore.
16
This requires some manual review of the frame data, which is time consuming, so efforts were
mainly limited to identifying large chains and therefore not all records were accurately collapsed;
however as most misspellings of large outlets were identified, the number of certainty selections
is most likely accurate.
17
Sample selection had only taken place for data collected through the third quarter of 2009
when this study was done.
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broader definition of a sampling unit is because even when defining outlets by name only
the average n umber of rec ords in these fra mes is ap proximately 43, the small est fra me
even contains 19 different chains, which is relative ly high especially when taking the
CPI’s fairly small sam ple sizes into account. The average and mini mum num ber o f
records in a frame were 95.7 and 31 respectiv ely when using the CPI’s current definition
of a sampling unit.
This exam ple illustrates another, possi bly m ore i mportant poi nt, which is small outlet
samples can lead to large sa mpling error. The average num ber of outlets selected per
frame is only 2.83 which leads to small probabilities of selection when combined with the
larger frames that are a p roduct of the curre nt sampling unit de finition. I n fact, when
observing all the outlet sam pling probabilities from the past t hree y ears, t he mean
probability of selection is 0.0302.

5. Conclusion
How the BLS chooses to define outlets has important implications in the CPI. The current
definition of an outlet reflects the theo ry t hat the exact location of an establish ment is
ideal for sa mpling purposes. While not specifically addressed by this resear ch, both the
literature and anecdotal evidence suggest that it may be the case that location is more of a
factor for so me goods an d services th an othe rs. For exam ple, neighborin g g as stations
almost always charge identical or near-identical prices for the sa me grade fuel. For other
types of items, like fast fo od, there may be som e sort of national pricing and customers
are more likely to have a preference fo r the food of a particular chain (or no n-chain).
Differences l ike these may warrant different definitions for different outlet sampling
frames, but their expected existence certainl y requires more research be done b efore any
change could be recommended.
As suggested by this initial rese arch, f or certain items including lim ited service meals,
price and price change se em to be correlated w ithin chain. To the extent that this is the
case, r edefining a sa mpling unit could be beneficial. Defining a first-st
age sa mple
selection unit by outlet name would ensure that more chains with large market shares are
included in the CPI outlet sample. While redefining the CPI sample unit would increase
the number of chains in a sample, current stratification procedures 18 would guarantee that
smaller stores are still included in the sam
ple. T he costs of accurately identify ing
identical sampling units would fall as a sample unit is defined more broadly. While some
costs would increase, specifically a second-st age of sample selection woul d be needed,
these are unlikely to outw eigh the cost savi ngs. Given the potential for lower operating
costs and possible improvements to the CPI’s representativeness, changing the definition
of an outlet warrants further investigation to guarantee doing so would not increas e bias
in the index.
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